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Abstract: Soft computing is a collection of computational techniques which are new and advanced. These
computational techniques which are involved in soft computing reflect human brain in functionality. These
techniques are more prominent to the area like bioinformatics in which implementation of mathematical models
are difficult. Bioinformatics is a promising research area which includes intra disciplinary fields involving
biology, computer science, mathematics and statistics to analyze biological sequential data which includes
operations like gene identification, gene structure prediction and gene structure analysis. Soft computing
techniques are prominent to solve such type of real world problems included in science and engineering.
Keywords: Bioinformatics (BI), Evolutionary Computing (EC), Fuzzy Logic (FL), Gene Annotation (GA) ,
Neural Network (NN),Probabilistic Reasoning (PR) , Soft Computing (SC).

1. Introduction
Soft computing refers to a collection of computational techniques which can be implemented in diverse
areas like computer science, artificial intelligence and machine learning. Bio medical applications are included
in Bio informatics. Soft computing techniques included in bio medical applications are aid in Gene
identification and analysis which experiments are helpful in Gene Annotation (GA).
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Fig.1 Soft computing techniques applied in different fields.
Gene Annotation is identified as a rising field for experimentation in gene identification, drug
discovery and genetic disease prevention etc. The operations related to gene annotation includes vast amount of
data. This leads to the combination of soft computing with bioinformatics. Soft computing techniques are
applied in different fields related to Genetic data analysis. Soft computing techniques are applied on large data
sets which include methods related to AI, ML and statistics. Feature selection is an important application area
related to Bio informatics. [2].
2. Soft Computing Techniques
In this paper detailed classification of soft computing techniques has been discussed. Soft computing
refers to a collection of computational techniques which can be implemented in diverse areas like computer
science, artificial intelligence, machine learning. Technically soft computing comprised in to four disciplines
based on knowledge and data driven approaches to find optimal solution. The Probabilistic Reasoning (PR) and
Fuzzy Logic (FL) are used in knowledge driven reasoning and the two other Neural Network (NN) and
Evolutionary Computing (EC) disciplines are subjected to data driven optimization search techniques. Nature
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involves large part of science. Soft computing techniques are inspired by nature and these are help ful in
transforming knowledge from natural systems to computational system [3].In knowledge driven approach input
is knowledge which is taken from experience. This approach emphasizes logic as a modelling tool. Frame works
proposed from this point of view are probabilistic models and Fuzzy Logic [4]. In data driven search main
source of input is data base i.e. large amount of data repositories.
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Fig. 2 Classification of soft computing techniques
2.1 Probabilistic Models
Probabilistic models are developed to evaluate the system which includes randomized and probabilistic
data. Real world problems are ill defined due to the dynamic nature of variables in different instances. For such
type of problems it is difficult to define precise model. Classification of probabilistic models are shown in the
below diagram.
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Fig.3 Classification of probabilistic models
2.1.1 Bayesian Belief Networks
Bayesian calculus is meant for conditional probability. Probabilistic reasoning maintains consistency
[5].The value of certainty lies between 0 and 1 represent degree of belief. This conditional probability is linked
to joint and conditional probability through Bayes theorem which represents Bayesian interpretation of
probability. This can be represented as
: 𝑷

𝑩
𝑨

=

𝑷

𝑨
𝑩

𝑷(𝑩)

𝑷(𝑨)

=

𝐏(𝐁,𝐀)
𝐏(𝐀)

(1)

P (A/B) also represents the conditional probability of event A with respect to event B [5]. A network
model which represents uncertainty in knowledge (belief) is known as belief network. Network reflects the
structure of relationships and probability measures the strength of those relationships. Bayesian belief networks
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provide an effective frame work to work with previous knowledge which can provide better scope to improve
future performance.
By considering the problems in Bayesian networks and fuzzy logic a new inference mechanism is
proposed called as Fuzzy Bayesian Networks. In this proposed mechanism probabilistic relations among fuzzy
variables are modelled into a Bayesian network in which each fuzzy variable is represented as a node. By this
phenomenon we can reduce the complexity of structure compared to ordinary Bayesian Networks [5].The
starting point to probability of fuzzy sets can be defined in the following way when x is a continuous variable
with defined by : 𝐏(𝐗 𝐢 ) =

𝐱

𝛍 𝐱 𝐏 𝐱 𝒅𝒙
𝐢

(2)

It is a derivation from Bayesian probability. 𝑋𝑖 is a marginal probability.
The Bayesian rule can be generalized to fuzzy sets as [6]

P (𝑿/𝒀) =

𝑷 𝑿,𝒀
𝑷 𝒀

(3)

By this we can conclude the probability of fuzzy event in Bayesian network as “By fuzzyfying all fuzzy
variables efficiency of data compression can be achieved in a given Bayesian network”.
2.1.2 Dempster Shafer Theory
Dempster Shafer theory also referred as “The theory of belief functions “. It‟s a general frame work which
works with uncertainty. Later it is termed as “Theory of Evidence” which combines evidence from all available
sources of input and leads to get a state of degree of belief. DST is based on beliefs where as Bayesian belief
network depends on degree of probability [7].DST provides clear distinction between epistemic uncertainty and
physical uncertainty [8]. The original purpose of DST is to compute the degree of belief of statements from a
subjective probability of different sources. The subset of space of prepositions „Ɵ‟ lies between [0, 1] scale. The
total uncertainty over the space is „1‟.
Zadeh was the first to generalize the DS theory based on fuzzy event based on the concept of information
granularity and possibility distribution. Then he defined the expected certainty, denoted by EC (B), and the
expected probability, denoted by E∏ (B), as a generalization of D-S belief and fuzzy event [7].
Eπ (B)= 𝒊 𝒎(𝑨𝒊 sup(B∩𝑨𝒊 )
(4)
EC(B)= 𝒊 𝒎(𝑨𝒊 )inf(𝑨𝒊 => B) = 1– E𝝅(𝑩𝒄 ) (5)
Where 𝑨𝒊 denotes local fuzzy element induced from fuzzy event, sup (B∩𝑨𝒊 ) measures that degree B intersects
with 𝐴𝑖 , inf (𝐴𝑖 => B) measures the degree 𝐴𝑖 is included in B. Form this it is generalized that in D-S theory to
deal with fuzzy sets the belief and possibility functions are treated as lower and upper possibilities [9].
2.2 Fuzzy Logic
Fuzzy is a logical system represents to deal with inaccurate and imprecise data which has no particular
boundaries. Fuzzy Logic is an approach to computer science which mimics the thinking way of human brain to
solve real world problems. Fuzzy logic provides approximate reasoning which involves deductive inferences as
well as interpolative inferences. Fuzzy system is designed to reduce the complexity [10].
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FL Controllers
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Fig.4 Fuzzy Logic Classification
2.2.1 Fuzzy Logic Controllers Generated and Tuned by EC’s
Several applications have been developed by combining fuzzy logic and evolutionary computation.
Evolutionary computing techniques that are evolutionary algorithms uses fuzzy logic based techniques or fuzzy
tools to improve the GA behaviour [11][12].
Fuzzy logic control systems like “fuzzy stop criteria” “representation tasks” etc are developed to
control the systems performance by taking the consideration of set of parameters such as scaling factors of each
variable and taking the fuzzy set which represents the meaning of linguistic values and IF_THEN rules[13].
These set of parameters are generated for monitoring each control system in different evolutionary computing
systems.
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2.2.2 Fuzzy Logic Controllers Tuned by Neural Networks
NN‟s are capable of learning, adaptation or parallel computation. These NN‟s lack flexibility, human
interaction, interpretability or knowledge representation. These all capabilities are inversely followed by fuzzy
logic. Fuzzy frame work is different [14]. Sufficient knowledge is required for the accurate tuning of fuzzy logic
controller. NN is an effective way to implement tuning fuzzy logic controllers.FLC is one of the most intelligent
controllers and reflects the human behaviour in process control.FLC provides better performance than
conventional controllers. Neural network is one among the best tuning tool for FLC. FLC system comprises of
mainly three units 1.Fuzzification unit-in which crisp values are converted to linguistic variables.
2. Fuzzy inference unit- heart of the FLC in which decision making process undergoes.
3. Defuzzification unit-obtained results are converted into crisp values.
FLC using NN as a tuning tool is known as neuron Fuzzy Controller [15]. A coupled tank system proposed by
Saurabh and Susmitha Rajan proved in their work based on the simulation results that NFC is better than FLC.
2.3 Evolutionary Computing
Evolutionary computation is a randomized global search paradigm. The important main stream forms
of EC‟s are: Genetic Algorithms (GA), Genetic Programming (GP), Evolutionary Programming (EP), and
Evolutionary Strategies (ES).GA takes majority of contributions integrating with fuzzy logic related to natural
evolution problems [16]. GA is being used instead if EC. Sometimes GP, ES or EP also referred [17].
Evolutionary
Computing

Evolution
Strategy

Evolutionary
Programming

Genetic
Algorithm

Genetic
Programming

Fig .5 Evolutionary computing classifications
Evolutionary programs (EP‟s) generating finite state automata that describe strategies or
behaviours.GA, ES, EP are similar in functionality in solving a problem [18]. Each are applied trail population
and impose random changes to those population and incorporate selection process to determine which solution
is more adaptable for future generation experiments. As stated by Fogel GA‟s [19] emphasis on different models
of genetic operators which are observed in nature,
2.4 Neural Network’s
Based on the network structure feed forward networks are divided into Single layer feed forward
network, Multi layer feed-forward network. In single layer feed forward network, the inputs are directly
connected to the outputs which consists of a series of weights. The synaptic links carrying weights directly
connects from every input to outputs in forward single way direction. The sum of the products of the weights of
the each neuron in the network is calculated, and if the value is above some pre set threshold value the neuron
fires and adopts activated value or adopts deactivated value [20].
Neural Network

Feed Forward NN
neur

Recurrent NN

Fig.6 Neural Network Classification
Multi layer feed-forward network consists of multiple layers. Besides having input and output layers
also have one or more intermediate layers called hidden layers. The relation of connectivity can be mentioned as
(IL->HL1->HL2->OL).Recurrent network differs from other networks is that in this network output of at least
one neuron is fed back into itself as input [21].
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3. Gene Annotation:
SC techniques are able to deal with incomplete and noisy data in which conventional computing
techniques are not. Huge volume of data exists in genetic related experiments. SC techniques are designed to
deal with such type of long and complex data sets [22].Gene structure can be analyzed by extracting the data
related to protein coding region, RNA coding region and regions of DNA in between genes that are antigenic
regions. Gene structure can be stated as

(x1,x2----------xn) Є Ʃx
Where Ʃ = {A, C, G, T}

(6)
x= sequence of DNA.
x1,x2-----xn are individual elements of DNA[23].

Each SC techniques need two important aspects in every gene annotation program. One is the type of
information used by the program and the other one is the appropriate algorithm employed to combine the
information into consistent analysis technique.
Gene Annotation (GA) is a process which includes identification of coding regions in a genome and analysis of
structure which defines the function of a gene. The basic unit of GA is description of individual gene and its
protein product and the function of that particular gene.

4. Soft Computing Techniques in Gene Annotation
There are number of reasons why SC techniques are used in gene annotation.
1. SC techniques are used to extract knowledge from the experience by extracting the hidden facts.
2. SC techniques deal with the inputs which are unpredictable in biological experiments due to the dynamic
nature and complexity involved in life sciences.
3. SC techniques are capable to adapt the changes that are generated day to day in biological research.
Soft computing techniques included in bio medical applications are aid in Gene Annotation which
experiments are helpful in genetic disease analysis, feature selection and feature prediction.Every experiment
related to Genetics includes vast amount of data to be managed. Feature selection is an important application
area related to Bio informatics. In Machine Learning and statics variable selection and attribute selection is the
process of selecting relevant features for a model [25][26].
4.1. Use of Bayesian Networks in Gene Annotation
Bayesian networks provide a comprehensive modular framework for representing complex systems.
The algorithms available to learn structure of BN mainly classified into constraint based and score based
methods. Constraint based methods mainly focus on identifying conditional independence relations among
variables in the observed data [27].Score based methods consider a possible BN structures and assign a score to
each measures in the observed data. Several studies have been proposed related to scientific issue of gene
product functional annotations. King OD and Foulger RE propound that “decision trees and Bayesian networks
are used to predict novel gene annotations by learning patterns from available annotation profiles”[28]. Tao and
colleagues [29] proposed advancement to this work by using a k-nearest neighbour (k-NN) classifier, through
which a gene inherits the annotations that are common among its nearest neighbour genes in a gene network.
Belief networks use conditioning operation to update the probability values and many approximate methods
have been proposed to perform inferences using belief functions [30].
4.2. Dempster Shafer Theory in Gene Annotation
A key requirement of all Bayesian techniques is that probability distributions must be specified in
prior. DST overcomes the Bayesian constraint by assigning mass values may not satisfy the classical probability
axioms. DS theory applied on these rule sets and gets optional rule set and afterwards applies fusion on these
rule sets and generators confine classifier rule set as resultant which can be used for further implementations
[31].DSTE has been facing challenges on particular aspects to overcome such type of problems. Some hybrid
methods are proposed to get some more clarity [32].
4.3. Use of Fuzzy Logic in Gene Annotation
Historical data provides a view about future up to some extent. Biological data related to gene is
intrinsically vast and Fuzzy. Fuzzy logic and fizzy set theory is ideal frame works for defining biological
systems [33].
Many algorithms have been proposed to prove that Fuzzy set theory is a powerful computational tool
for Gene structure prediction. Application of Fuzzy k- nearest neighbour algorithm is one of the best examples
to find protein secondary structure prediction.
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A gene annotation can be described by mainly two attributes. These are sequence of a nucleotide or
amino acids and gene ontology [34]. Gene ontology is used to classify gene properties that are functions, cell
localization and process.
4.3.1 Fuzzy Logic Controllers Tuned by EC’s And NN’s in Gene Annotation
Fuzzy logic controllers(FLC) is a knowledge base system with linguistic control rules and fuzzification
interface which transforms the crisp date into fuzzy sets [35].A fuzzy control system follows if-then conditional
statement. Fuzzy logic control systems, when applied to evolution programming techniques can solve many
hard optimization problems. The parallel nature of evolutionary programming with the real world application
leads to the rise of FLC techniques [36].These techniques are more effect in solving the travelling sales man
problem and problems of scheduling, partitioning and control.
4.3.2 Role of Evolutionary Computation in Gene Annotation
Evolutionary computation algorithms consider each individual from each generation to identify the
changes of each population. And from the generated individuals some population will be sort out for next
generation. This way evolution of off springs will be carried out to next generations in gene annotation
processes [37][38]. The aim of EAs implantation is to maximize the fitness function value of each proceeding
generations of the population [39].
Many algorithms have been proposed some of them are distribution algorithm, differential evolution
and some evolutionary behavioural algorithms [40].Among EC algorithms GA is mainly considered for
evolution of biological sequences [41][42]. The total characteristic of each individual gene determines the
properties of population. The best chromosome sequence will be obtained to pre determine the characteristics of
a particular gene [43][44]. The main contributions this field are estimation of distribution algorithms and
Differential Evolution. Evolutionary behavioural algorithms like Particle swarm optimization and Ant colony
optimization algorithms also population based [45]. But according to some analogies these algorithms mainly
concerned with the social behaviour of individuals rather than individuals biological behaviour. In this way EA s
have great impact in Gene annotation [46].
4.4 Neural Networks in Gene Annotation
Genome annotation is a multistep complex [47].The steps involved in genome annotation is
 Nucleotide level which involves gene prediction or identification.
 Protein level which involves structure determination of proteins.
 Process level annotation which involves mechanisms of bio chemical reactions.
Among these three categories nucleotide level plays an essential role in molecular biology. Gene
prediction and gene identification involves dynamic programming, decision trees and Hidden Markov Model
(HMM) which involves mathematical approach to apply conventional techniques. Neural Networks plays a vital
role in gene identification from large DNA sequence [48].
Because of the incomplete or inaccurate vast knowledge GRAIL and GRAIL2 uses NN tools in gene
identification [49]. Homogenous Gene Mark (HGM) used for protein coding DNA and Homogenous Markov
Model[50] used for non -coding DNA finding strategies[51]”. Genome scan use for integrated approaches to
find database similarities, MORGAN uses decision trees and dynamic programming. MORGAN is a tool to
identify genes in the vertebrate‟s DNA sequences. GENSCAN and UNVIEL using HMM, GHMM and
SPLICEVIEW, SPLICEPREDICTION, AAT and DAGGER like so many tools have been proposed to find
regulatory sequences of gene and decoding of junk DNAs. GLIMMER-M is a well-known tool developed for
gene finder specifically for eukaryotes .SVM (Support Vector Machine) is a classification tool which comes
under supervised learning methods in NNs [52].A multi classifier system has been proposed based on neural
network for gene identification.
Soft computing and Computational biology is an interdisciplinary program that brings together the
domain specific knowledge of science and engineering with relevant areas of computing and
bioinformatics. Soft computing has the potential to revolutionise healthcare, and respond to the increasing
volume and complexity in biomedical and bioinformatics data [53].

5. Conclusion
In the above paper detailed classification of computational techniques in soft computing has been
discussed. The heuristic models which are already proposed can‟t provide mathematical implementation to real
world application problems of gene annotation. Soft computing techniques can provide mathematical
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implementation models for uncertain, imprecise and incomplete data. In my further research work these
computational techniques will be implemented for gene sequence analysis which is the part of gene annotation.
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